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On Characteristics of the Network Language from the
Perspective of the Creativity of Language
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Abstract: Along with the popularization of the network language, the network language usage is also expanding rapidly, across the
world. As one of the designed feature of language, creativity of language occupies an irreplaceable position in language society. This paper
attempts to study the characteristic of the network language from the perspective of the creativity of language so that recognize the
connection between the creativity of language and the network language.
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teaching. (Li Xuemei, 285)
Introduction

There

are

some

important

researches

emphasized

the

Creativity, as a designed feature of the language, plays a quite

importance of the creativity of language in daily life. Noam

important role in linguistic field. Therefore, a large number of

Chomsky indicated the creativity of language in the general using

experts and scholars focus on the study of the creativity of language

language in daily life. (Cheng Fang, 34)

and some other areas that is related to the creativity of language.
Until now, they have made much achievement in this field.
To the theory of the creativity of language, many researches
have been done in China and other foreign countries.

There are also some significant researches of the creativity of
language from other perspectives have been done by lots of
researchers. Alexander Afanasievich Potebnya understood the
creativity of language from the perspective of psychology. (Chen

Karl Wilhelm von Humboldt put forward the specific concept

Liming, 110) Karl Vossler and Benedetto Croce developed their

through the creative activities of human. (Hu Mingyang, 33) Georg

aestheticism and idealism based on the theory of creativity of

Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel discussed the relationship between the

language. (Chen Liming, 110)

concept of things and the creativity of language. (Li Xuemei, 37)
There researches talked above were mainly about the relationship
between the creativity of language and the specific concept.

These

researches

mentioned

above

focused

on

the

popularization and importance of the network language in society.
However, more attention in many researches was paid to the

Dai Weidong came up with the concept of the creative of

characteristics of the network language and its relative aspects. Su

language. (Dai Weidong, 29) Zhu Shuyuan made a research about

Peicheng researched the characteristics of the network language and

the functions of language and the creativity of language. (Zhu

its limitation. (Su Peicheng, 1) Zhang Huijuan discussed the

Shuyuan, 20) These researches concerned above focused on the

characteristics of the network language and its reflection in the

concept and the function of the creativity of language.

psychology of netizens. (Zhang Huijuan, 125)

However, more attention in many researches was paid to the
nature of language.

The following researches are about the current state and value
of the network language.

Ferdinand de Saussure pointed out the feature of creativity the

Jin Zhiru, Xue Dingzhu and Li Baohong made a research about

language possesses. (Zhu Shuyuan, 20) Noam Chomsky undertook

the comparison of the norm of the network language in China and

the creativity to study the nature of language. (Hu Zhuanglin and Li

other countries. (Jin Zhiru, Xue Dingzhu and Li Baohong, 278) Min

Zhanzi, 9)

Yi made a comprehensive research of current situation of the

Many researchers did researches focused on the creativity of

network language. (Min Yi, 25)

language used in language learning and teaching. Sun Yinghui, Liu

From above researches about the creativity of language and the

Shaofang and Zhou Jianzhi emphasized the training of the students’

network language, many of them pay more attention to the

language creativity in second language acquisition. (Sun Yinghui,

relationships between the creativity of language and teaching,

Liu Shaofang and Zhou Jianzhi, 149) Li Xuemei studied the

learning, value, and so on. There are also many researchers discussed

relationship between the creativity of language and the language

the network language from many different perspectives. But few
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researches analyzed the characteristics of the network language from

above, this paper summarizes four aspects of embodiment of

the perspective of the creativity of language. Thus, this paper

creativity of language as follows:

attempts to have more comprehensive analysis of the characteristics

First, concept injected by the creative activities of language

of the network language from the perspective of the creativity of

users. Secondly, construction and interpretation of the new signals.

language so as to better understand the characteristics of the network

Thirdly, the infinite use of the finite language form by language

language.

users. Fourthly, the reflection of the creation of human spirit.
According to the embodiment summarized above, this paper

1. Chapter One Theoretical Overview

will make more comprehensive analysis of the network language

This paper will be written from the theory of the creativity of

based on these four perspectives of embodiment.

language. In this chapter, this paper will define the creativity of
language and discuss the reflection of creativity of language so that
the succeeding chapters could be developed based on this theory.

2. Chapter Two Embodiment of the Creativity of the
Network Language from the Perspective of the Creativity of
Language

1.1 Definition of Creativity of Language
Creativity of language has been noticed for hundreds years.
Many researchers have been trying to define creativity of language.
Grover Hudson showed creativity as the characteristic of

2.1 Embodiment of the Characteristic of the Network
Language Based on Concept Injected by the Creative Activities of
Language users

language that the language users readily and regularly permit the

Concept injected by the creative activities of language users

expression of new meanings. (Grover Hudson, 10) Humboldt

indicates that anything itself has no concept, but is given the specific

defined the creativity of language as the reflection of spiritual

concept through the creative activities of human. For examples:

creation of human and lied in the speech event which was unable to

(1) :-)

(2) : -

(3) : - <

totally generalized by grammar. (Hu Mingyang, 42) Wen Xu pointed

Examples (1)-(3) are network language widely used in foreign

out language was creative in that language users can produce and

network communication. They are just simple symbols; have no

understand indefinite numbers of utterances they ever or never heard

meaning, but injected meaning by language users which are: smile,

before. (Wen Xu, 4) Hu Zhuanglin and Li Zhanzi determined

sad, smile sadly according to the face expression of human. This

creativity of language as the language users can express new

kind

experience which they never known before. (Hu Zhuanglin, Li

sluggishness of the network language.

Zhanzi, 9) Dai Weidong defined creativity of language as language

of

network

language

(4) ^_^

reflects

the

figurativeness

(5) ^Q^

and

(6) ~c~

users could construct and interpret the new signals. (Dai Weidong, 9)

Examples (4)-(6) mentioned above are domestic widely used

To sum up, this paper defines creativity of language as language

network language. They are also just meaningless simple symbols,

users could integrate the basic linguistic units together to make up

but concept injected by language users which are: smile, licking his

countless sentences, most of which are never created or even heard

lips laughing, snicker. Thus, figurativeness and sluggishness of the

before. Similarly, the language users can also combine the finite

network language could reflect by concept injected by the creative

language symbols to form infinite words, phrases and clauses.

activities of language users.

1.2 Reflection of Creativity of Language
Creativity of language interests many scholars and they have
done lots of researches and reports. They figured out the
embodiment of creativity of language from their definition.

2.2 Embodiment of the Characteristic of the Network
Language Based on the Construction and Interpretation of the
New Signals by Language Users
Construction and interpretation of new signals by language

Lev Vygotsky indicated that the creativity of language reflected

users just means language users can construct the new signals and

in the formation of self-awareness and the process of mind of

then interpret them. So this paper will cite the following examples of

language users. (Li Xuemei, 37) Ferdinand de Saussure emphasized

current network language based on this perspective. The following

that the creativity of language embodied in two aspects. One was

examples are network language widely used abroad:

language can create the concept of the specific objects. Another was

(7) hiho=hola=yo=hi=hey=hellow

language can express the nature and the real meaning of the objects

(8) cya=cu=see ya

so that it could own its rules and value. (Li Xueme, 286) Noam

(9) OMG

Chomsky viewed the creativity of language embodied in the

All examples (7)-(9) are the abbreviations and they are also new

infinitely use of the finite language form and then unify the language

constructed words or phrases of their originals which the language

and mind through the generated power. (Cheng Fang, 37) Dai

users interpret its meanings: hello, see you, oh my god. In concision,

Weidong put forward that the creative of language embodied in that

quickness and ambiguity can reflect from this aspect.

the language users can construct and interpret the new signals. (Dai
Weidong, 9)
From all the embodiment of creativity of language mentioned

There are also some examples which are popular used in China
can be cited:
(10) JJ
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(11) MM
(12) BT
(13) 100 /10
(14) 13579
Examples (10)-(12) are the construction of JieJie, Meimei and
Biantai, which the language users interpret its meaning: elder sister,
little sister or beauty and metamorphosis.
Examples (13)-(14) mentioned above are digital ideographic
language which are the construction of some single numbers and
interpreted the new meaning by the language users: perfect,this is
really strange.
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and times of the network language.
2.4 Embodiment of the Characteristic of the Network
Language Based on the Reflection of the Creation of Human Spirit
Reflection of the creation of human spirit points out that
creativity of language is the reflection of the creation of human spirit.
For instance:
(21) 4
(22) 4ever
(23) 2
Examples (21)-(23) are widely used abroad. Because of the
development of the culture and technology, more and more people

All these cases mentioned above can embody a concision,

use bilingual mix language (21)-(23) on Internet which convey the

quickness and ambiguity based on the construction and interpretation

meaning: for, forever, to/ too based on the similar pronunciation. The

of the new signals by language users.

language users may think it is very cool, funny and convenient to

2.3 Embodiment of the Characteristic of the Network
Language Based on the Infinite Use of the Finite Language Form
by Language Users
Infinite use of the finite language form by language users shows
that the language users can express the infinite meaning by using the
finite means of language performance. The cases below are cited
from this perspective.

express in this way. So the randomness and humor of the network
language can be reflected based on the creation of human spirit.
However, more examples are popular used in China:
(24) 酱紫(Jiangzi)
(25) 我(Wo) I 你(Ni)
In examples (24), 酱紫(Jiangzi)in Chinese produce the similar
sound with (Nayangzi) (Zheyangzi), (Buyao) in Chinese which

(15) 419

conveys the meaning of just like this, just like that, someone doesn’t

(16) B4

want something, resulting in randomness and humor of the network

(17) JJ baby me

language, which reflects the interesting spirit of language users.

All examples (15)-(17) talked above are popular used in foreign
network communication.
In example (15), (16), (17), "419" "B4" "88" have a similar or
same pronunciation and word formation with for one night, before,

In example (25), "I"have a same pronunciation with the Chinese
Character 爱(ai)which conveys the meaning love, so "I" here can be
replaced by 爱(ai) . Thus "我(Wo) I 你(Ni)" express the meaning I
love you.

bye-bye, which regarded as the finite means, thus they convey the

Using network language mentioned above instead of the

different meaning one night stand, before and bye-bye or goodbye,

original ones may reflect the cool, funny mentality of the language

which regarded as the infinite meaning.

users. This kind of new phenomena can be concluded as the

All these cases have the same pronunciation and word
formation with their originals but convey the different meaning. So

reflection of the creation of human spirit, which results in the
randomness and humor of the network language.

the language users can express the infinite meaning by using the
finite means of language performance, which give an expression of
innovation and times of the network language.
However, there are also some cases can be cited which are
widely used in China:
(18) 伊妹儿(Yemeir)
(19) Making bricks

3. Chapter Three Characteristics of the Network Language
from the Perspective of the Creativity of Language
3.1 Figurativeness and Sluggishness of the network language
Reflected by Concept Injected by the Creative Activities of
Language Users
From example (1) to example (6), the concept injected by the

(20) Dinosaurs

creative activities of language users reflects figurativeness and

The example (18) talked above is homophonic substitution

sluggishness of the network language.

language of e-mail, but the example conveys the different meaning

All these concepts of the network language injected according

with e-mail, which could reflect innovation and times of the network

to the face expression or behaviors of human or appearance of

language.

animals. They are so figurative and vivid that the opposite could

All examples (18)-(20) mentioned above have the same
pronunciation and word formation with their originals, but language
users can have an infinite explanation about the meaning: publish the

catch the meaning directly and quickly.
For example:(1)":-)" , it’s just like a smiley face expression of
human, so the language users use it to express the meaning smile.

forum posts recklessly, the people who only watch the posts but no

All theses examples (1)-(6) are so figurative and vivid that the

replying, the people who devote themselves to writing and the

language users use them can let the opposite people get the meaning

people who have poor appearance, which could reflect innovation

directly and quickly.
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Every coin has two sides. Along with the figurativeness of the

language in net communication, they asked to have the common

network language, there also is a bad characteristic, sluggishness

knowledge in this area. Otherwise, they may get the different

result from the network language (1)-(6).

understanding about one topic and can’t continue the conversation

Some language users would like to use the symbolic language

fluently.

such as: (1) ":-)", (2) ": - ", (3) " : - < "which convey the meaning:

Not all the language users can interpret all these examples

smile, sadness, smile sadly to express their feeling instead of

mentioned above totally correctly embody the sluggishness of the

employing the whole sentences I am smiling, I am sad, I am smiling

network language.

sadly .
The network language is so figurative that many domestic
language users would like to express the meaning of smile, licking
his lips laughing, snicker by using the network language (4)^_^
(5)^Q^ (6)~c~ rather than the traditional language.
The network language adapt to the sluggish mentality of
language users. Therefore, sluggishness of the network language can
be put forward to analysis. What’s worse! With time goes by, some

3.3 Times and Innovation of the Network Language Reflected
by the Infinite Use of the Finite Language Form by Language
Users
According to the theory of the infinite use of the finite language
form by language users and analysis of cases (15)-(20) in chapter
two, pay more attention to times and innovation is necessary.
Times of the network language concretely indicates the network
language always keep abreast with time.

language users may forget the writing of words, the grammar of

In example (15), "419" convey the meaning for one night

sentences and so on, even the most simple sentence such as: I am

reflects the network language adjoins human life. It can see the

happy, I am sad etc. much less the advanced words and sentences.

network language is becoming more and more popular in nowadays

3.2 Concision, Quickness and Ambiguity of the Network
Language Reflected by the Construction and Interpretation of the
New Signals

in another hand. It can reflect the times of the network language.
The domestic network language can embody this characteristic
much more significantly.

The network language from example (7) to example (14) can

Take homophonic substitution language as an example, with the

embody concision, quickness and ambiguity of the network

frequent use of the e-mail enhance the awareness of language users

language.

to the e-mail, there is a foreign homophonic word (18) 伊妹儿

In example (7), the language users can greet others by using the

(Yemeir) in Chinese which has the similar pronunciation with

network language "holo" instead of hello. Examples(10), (11) are the

"e-mail" in English, it can reflect the globalization of the culture

constructed words of JieJie(姐姐), Meimei(妹妹 or 美眉), which the

which is the characteristic of times.

language users interpret their meaning: elder sister, little sister or

Furthermore, because of the popularity of network language,

beauty. In example (14), the new constructed "13579" which the

the language users interpret the network language a totally new

language users interpret can convey the new meaning this is really

meaning such as shift language.

strange because of the specificity of "13579".
All the new construction of words and phrases of these
examples mentioned above are quite more concise than their

All these cases can show that the network language keep
abreast with the times. That is to say, times of the network language
can be reflected.

originals: hello, see you, JieJie, Meimei, 13579. Therefore, using the

Innovation is the largest characteristic of network language.

network language is much quicker than using the originals.

Another example, the

meaning broadening word (20)

However, quickness can be reflected in another sense.

"dinosaurs" originally means just an animal named dinosaur, now

In examples (9), "OMG " are created and popular used in

broaden over the people with ugly appearance.

foreign countries only, but it quickly sweeps around the world.
This kind of phenomenon is also can be seen in Chinese
network language.
Firstly, example (12) "BT"can only be interpreted by some of
the language users, but then it widely used by all the Chinese in
about half of a month.
All these examples mentioned above show that an arresting

All these cases talked above could show the innovation of
network language in meaning, class, pronunciation and so on.
3.4 Randomness and Humor of the Network Language
Reflected by the Creation of Human Spirit
Unlike the traditional language, the network language is not
limited to the structure and grammar of language so that it’s much
random to make sentences. The network language from example (21)

newly created network word could be known by half of the

to example (25) embody the characteristic of randomness

population of the whole country in the shortest time. Therefore,

distinctively. They are all not limited to the traditional rules. The

quickness reflected in the efficiency of the information transmission

language users can express themselves as free as they like.

can be put forward to analysis.

In examples (22) "4ever" conveys the meaning forever.

Opposite to the concision and quickness, the network language

Obviously, the phrase doesn’t obey the traditional structure rule of

(7)-(14) could also cause ambiguity in Internet communication. If

the word and phrase. The language users can use the irregular

both the speaker and the listener want to understand the network

writing words in net communication.
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In example (24) "酱紫(Jiangzi) " combine the sound of the

[6] Sun Yinghui, Liu Shaofang, Zhou Jianzhi. The Cultivation of

phrase "(Zheyangzi)", these new words disobey the structure rule,

Language Creativity in Second Language Acquisition[J]. Journal of

but they convey the same meaning with the original ones.

China Mining University(Social Science Edition), 2001(2).

This paper will recite more cases:In example (25), the language

[7] Cheng Fang. A Comparative Study of Chomsky and Humboldt's

users may could express their love by using "我(Wo) I 你(Ni)",

Linguistics Theories[J]. Foreign Language Teaching Theory and

which may be not shy, relax for the speaker and funny for the
receiver. This is the power of the humor of the network language.

Practice, 2008(4).
[8] Chen Liming. On Humboldt's Linguistic Thought[J]. Journal of

All these examples could reflect the humor of the network
language and the power of the humor just adapts to the pressure
society.

Liaocheng University, 2002(6).
[9]

Su

Peicheng.

Characteristics

and

Limitations

of

Network

Language[N]. GuangMing Daily, 2012.

Conclusion

[10] Zhang Huijuan. The Characteristics of Internet Language and Its

With the popularity of the Internet, the using of the network

[11] Jin Zhiru, Xue Dingzhu, Li Baohong. A Comparative Study of

Reflection on Netizen's Psychology[J]. Theory Journal, 2006(11).

language is becomes more and more welcome. And the appearance
of the network language is always depended on the creativity of
language. The creativity of language, the essential feature of the
language, is the reflection of the social life and thought, requiring
constant innovation and development of language. The network
language is the best example of its requirement. Based on creativity
and reflection of language, the network language embodies its
characteristics by citing its specific examples and then finally this
paper put out eight features, such as sluggishness, figurativeness,
ambiguity, innovation, randomness, humor, etc.
The network language is lively, brief, convenient and full of
vitality as well as innovation, matching the efficient lifestyle of
modern society. It enriches our traditional language and adds
activeness to the traditional language to some extent. But it also

Network Language Standards at Home and Abroad[J]. Journal of
Southwest University for Nationalities(Humanities and Social
Science Edition), 2009(209).
[12] Min Yi. A Survey of Network Language Research[J]. Test-week
Magazine, 2011(67).
[13] Grover Hudson. Essential Introductory Linguistics[M]. Peking
University Press, 2005.
[14] Wen Xu. An Introduction to Linguistics[M]. Beijing Normal
University Press , 2012.
[15] Li Xuemei. A Philosophical Approach to the Creativity of Internet
Language[J]. Tian Fu New Idea, 2009(4).
[16] Ferdinand de Saussure. Course in General Linguistics[M]. Beijing
Teaching and Research Press, 2001.

inevitable destructs the normalization and purity of traditional

[17] Karl Wilhelm von Humboldt. On the Diversity of Human Language

language to some extent. Therefore, all people could treat the

Construction and its Influence on the Mental Development of the

network language properly rather than to totally affirm or negate

Human Species[M]. Peter Heath. World Book Publishing Company,

after the analysis of this thesis after reading this paper.

2008.
[18] Gao Guirong. A Survey of Network Language Research in China[J].
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